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Introduction:  The Cedars, an area of active ser-

pentinization located in the Russian River area of 

Northern California, represents one of the few terrestri-

al areas on Earth undergoing active serpentinization. 

One of the products of the serpentinization reaction is 

the formation of hydroxyl radicals making the springs 

of the Cedars some of the most alkaline natural waters 

on Earth.[1] These waters, with very high pH (pH>11), 

low EH and, low concentrations of electron acceptors 

are extremely inhospitible; however microbial life has 

found a way to thrive and a distinct microbial commu-

nity is observed in the spring waters.[2]. Previous work 

with environmental samples and pure culture isolates 

[3] derived from The Cedars has suggested the im-

portance of minearal association to these characteristic 

microbes. Here we show the results combined spectro-

scopic and molecular studies on aseries of mineral col-

onization experiemnts performed with a pure culture 

Cedar’s isolate (Serpentenamonas str. A1) and in situ 

at CS spring. Centimeter scale, polished coupons of a 

variety of mminerals were prepared in the lab, spectro-

scopically characterized (Green Raman, DUV Raman, 

and DUV Fluorescence maps) and deployed into the 

springs for three months. The coupons were recovered 

and the distribution of the microbes on the minerals 

was mapped using a deep-UV native fluorescent map-

ping sustem that allows for non-destructive mapping of 

organics and microbes on surfaces. Subsequently the 

DNA from the minerals was extracted for community 

structure analysis. The MOSAIC (i.e. deep UV Fluo-

rescence) showed extensicve colonization of the min-

erals and in some cases we were able to correlate mi-

crobial assemblages with specific geological features. 

In one example, organisms tended to associate strongly 

with carbonate features on Chromite mineral surfaces 

(Figure 1). The 16s rDNA revealed the microbial as-

semblages from each slide was dominated by active 

Cedars community memebers (i.e., Serpentinamonas 

and Silanimonas species), however the relative distri-

bution oc bacterial types varied across mineral type and 

from the original spring community itself.   

 

Figure 1: A photograph of a chromite mineral cou-

pon is shown in (A). The MOSAIC, a deep-UV fluo-

rescence scanner (i.e 248 nm Excitation) was used to 

map the distributon of organics and microbes. The flu-

orescent scans from berfore (B) incubation in the 

springs and after and after incubations (C) are shown.  
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